CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Discover Companies Like Yours Who
Have Found Success With Legacy DNA
Therigy Gets Strategic and Transforms Its Marketing
About Therigy
For over a decade, Therigy has believed in building a world where real-world evidence brings us back to the
delivery of high quality, consistent patient care. Where statistically signiﬁcant real-world evidence quantiﬁes
the value of specialty drugs and patient management, proves the value of clinical programs, fuels quality initiatives,
and helps shape the future of the industry as a whole.
Therigy’s solutions help shape the future of specialty pharmacy. The company helps pharmacies, hospital
systems, and drug manufacturers build, elevate and prove their specialty pharmacy therapy value through
consulting, technology, and outcomes.

Therigy is a patient-focused specialty therapy management
company that equips pharmacy stakeholders with the automated
evidence-based care plans and technology needed to deliver
value-based outcomes, gain insights into evolving patient needs,
and predict therapy trends.
Therigy oﬀers a suite of leading specialty pharmacy technology
solutions: TherigyOnboard™, TherigyAssure™, TherigyEngage™, and
TherigyInsights™, all of which are part of the TherigySTM™ experience.
Each application can be implemented separately, or as a complete
system, based on client needs. In addition, the company has provided
specialty pharmacy consulting services for over a decade.

“I sat in on a demo where Nick, one of our newer sales execs, put the new sales script and demo
presentation tools to the test. I have to say the tools are terriﬁc! Nick used the content expertly
and the phrases and the words he chose from the scripting tool were most powerful. The
presentation slides are cleaner, more concise, and are visually engaging without the generic
PowerPoint® clutter. This is light years ahead of where we were prior to this project. I want to
thank and congratulate you and your team for your work on these new sales tools.”
– Russ Allinson, CEO
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Legacy DNA: Therigy Case Study

From Ad-Hoc Tactics to
Strategies Based on Marketing
Science and Best Practices
In 2016, when Therigy engaged Legacy DNA Marketing Group, it
presented with classic symptoms of a once-small company suﬀering
from big growing pains. The decade-old company, which has since
expanded to nearly 100 team members and counting, once operated
with fewer than 10 people. In that capacity, marketing was treated with
an “anyone can own it” mentality. This often meant that, for example,
anyone from the president to a team lead also performed marketing,
sales, and business development.

Growth-based
problems included:
• Brand inconsistencies without a
buyer journey

As the company added team members and began its growth journey,
marketing roles bounced among multiple people. Often, these people
were able to devote only partial or part-time focus, which severely
impaired strategic and tactical eﬀectiveness. Finally, after a period of
exponential growth in 2015, the company employed a two person
marketing team. However, the growing company’s marketing needs
and demands far surpassed the capabilities of 2-3 individuals. Again,
marketing roles bounced among departments, people, and skill levels.
Marketing took on an inconsistent, ad-hoc form that resided in
information siloes.

• Ad hoc and “me too” marketing
eﬀorts that fell short

Led by two noteworthy pharmacy industry pioneers, Therigy enjoyed
strong brand and leadership recognition. The company’s consulting
arm was well regarded by customers, yet its technology was received
with lukewarm reviews, which without a dedicated marketing presence,
tarnished consumer perceptions about the company.

• No synergistic, dedicated strategic
marketing team — tactics were the
primary focus

This led to declining sales and an emergent marketing challenge too
large for a small, fragmented, and wholly distracted marketing team
to contend with.

Therigy needed 100 percent attention from a
full-service team of specialty pharmacy marketing
experts. That’s when they reached out to Legacy

• Busy executives and novice writers
leading to very long and laborious
content development processes,
which hindered progress
• Focusing on the “what” and not the
“what’s in it for you” (WIIFY)

• Inconsistent digital and social media
presence with little engagement
• Positioning communication gaps
(SaaS company? Tech company?
Consulting?)
• New hires who didn’t know how
to communicate the company’s beneﬁts
• Limited measurable marketing results

DNA Marketing Group.
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A Journey to Better Marketing
Therigy hired Legacy to come onboard in September of 2016. Legacy

Therigy’s leadership

was immediately asked to perform a comprehensive audit, which analyzed

team knew that its

Therigy’s current marketing eﬀorts with placement on positioning, messaging,
branding, print, web, social, and the SEO/SEM eﬀorts. The audit proved that

traditional marketing

there were signiﬁcant inconsistencies in positioning, messaging, and even

approach desperately

the brand theme being used. Legacy DNA then dug in and got to work.

needed reevaluation.

Legacy DNA catalyzed Therigy’s marketing and success transformation by
working on foundational activities, such as message mapping and creating
buyer personas. While the foundational pieces were invaluable, Therigy’s
leadership team knew that its traditional marketing approach desperately needed reevaluation. Knowing that
sales were low and marketing eﬀorts needed a completely new approach, the company asked Legacy DNA to
develop a comprehensive marketing plan to bring a highly strategic and results-oriented focus to 2017.

Legacy did just that and the results were astounding.

A Marketing Team That Is Proving Its Worth
After engaging Legacy DNA to develop a completely redesigned strategic marketing and tactical plan, Therigy
experienced the following results:

• Broke away from traditional healthcare
marketing tactics

• Built credibility and drove lead generation
through an innovative URAC accreditation webinar

• Did away with “me too” marketing campaigns
• Implemented marketing strategies that started
with “why” and embraced the consumer’s “what’s
in it for you” (WIIFY)
• Changed its core messaging strategy to reﬂect the
beneﬁts for the customer, rather than to solely
showcase the company’s features
• Beneﬁtted from an elevated sales presentation and
script that served as a training tool for new hires
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• Changed to an inbound marketing focus
• Built an innovative lead nurturing funnel to pass
marketing qualiﬁed leads (MQLs) to the sales team

• Developed new, meaningful collateral materials,
including a leaner and more visually attractive
tradeshow booth design
• Cultivated a marketing-savvy team (including
writers) with strong understanding of clinical
and technical industry knowledge

303

new leads from
Gained
all through one campaign

39 blogs published

76 emails published

92 unique companies –

5,613 unique page views

57,126 sends

4.49%
click through rate
(CTR)

"We learned a great deal from you and your team. Together, we accomplished
so much and our digital media presence has made signiﬁcant strides."
– Russ Allinson, CEO
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13.96%

20.7%

5.8%

increase in trafﬁc
to the website

increase in
Twitter followers

increase in
LinkedIn followers

Building a Blueprint for Success
Legacy DNA delivered a comprehensive and ready-to-use go-to-market plan for 2017-18,
complete with targeted messaging, new nomenclature, sales promotional materials, and several blogs
and press releases.
In addition, Legacy DNA completely redesigned and relaunched Therigy’s website, taking the company
from an outdated Wordpress site incapable of handling heavy amounts of traﬃc to a site hosted on HubSpot, enabling the company to eﬀectively leverage inbound marketing and best understand what drives
traﬃc to its site and how visitors engage with the website to fuel future decisions.

Legacy DNA Marketing Group guided Therigy’s specialty pharmacy
innovations into 21st century marketing strategies. Today, with the strategic
marketing knowledge and tools it needs to succeed, Therigy continues to build
its reputation as a company that's changing the world of specialty pharmacy
and shaping the future.
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Brought to You by
Legacy DNA
Legacy DNA Marketing Group is the most desirable healthcare marketing ﬁrm for
specialty pharmacy and health brands. They are handpicked for their bold approach
to delivering meaningful marketing outcomes.

Light. Years ahead.
Legacy DNA is up-to-speed on all the latest strategies required to succeed in today’s
competitive specialty pharmacy landscape, and it was the ﬁrst agency to help
healthcare companies diﬀerentiate value-based healthcare from volume-based
healthcare. They’ve been marketing value-based healthcare since 2007—before the
Aﬀordable Care Act was passed and pay-for-performance became the new normal.
For more information on how we help pharmacy and healthcare businesses like
yours reach success, email us at attention@legacy-DNA.com.
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